Partridge Birdie Pattern
MATERIALS LIST

- Felt (one 8.5” x 11” sheet per bird)
- Embroidery thread
- Large sewing needle
- Two large buttons
- Small amount of stuffing
- 6 inch piece of ribbon
- Thread

right-side
of fabric/felt

STEP 1

wrong-side
of fabric/felt

Cut out two bird pieces (A) and four wing pieces (B) from
a 8.5” x 11” sheet. HINT:
You can creativity
fold the fabric/felt in
half to cut out the bird only
once and the wings twice.

Other than using these as sweet little
ornaments, these make fun mobiles and
year-round decorations. Try stringing a few
together and hanging in a little girl’s room or
sewing room!

STEP 2 Sew together the two bird pieces and two each of the wing pieces (wrong side out if you are sewing
fabric). Leave an inch open at the bottom and turn inside out. (A 1/4 seam allowance is included in the pattern.
You can make the pattern smaller or larger and may need to adjust the seam allowance.)

STEP 3

Stuff the bird and two wings with a small amount of stuffing. Do not over stuff! Sew together
the openings. Then sew stitches along the edge of the bird and wings with the embroidery
thread. Do not knot the end of the embroidery thread. Simply run two inches through the
bird to start and double stitch the first and last stitches to secure.

STEP 4

Sew on the buttons using the embroidery thread to each wing and then attach to the bird.
Add a french knot for an eye or leave empty. Sew the ribbon to the insides of each bird.

sew on ribbon

attach wing
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Partridge Birdie Pattern
*1/4 seam allaowance included
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